We provide a comprehensive description of the Bold Diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm for the normal resonant Fermi gas reported and used in [Nature Phys. 8, 366 (2012)] and [arXiv:1303.6245]. Details are given on all key aspects of the scheme: diagrammatic framework, Monte Carlo moves, incorporation of ultraviolet asymptotics, and resummation techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major long-standing challenge is to find a method for solving a generic fermionic many-body problem in the thermodynamic limit with controlled accuracy. The diagrammatic technique is the most versatile quantumfield-theoretical tool allowing one to express the answers as series of integrals of a special structure. Each term in the series can be visualized with graphs-Feynman diagrams-built using simple rules. In the absence of small parameters, there is little hope to sum the diagrammatic series analytically, and one commonly resorts to uncontrollable truncations. However, the realization of the first many-body diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm 1 has allowed to go well beyond the first few diagrams, and even to observe convergence of the series for the doped Hubbard model in a moderately correlated regime.
1,2 More recently, the realization of the first manybody Bold Diagrammatic Monte Carlo (BDMC) calculation demonstrated that a systematic and controlled summation of Feynman diagrams is possible in a strongly correlated regime. 3 In essence, the method samples contributions from hundreds of thousands of skeleton Feynman diagrams and extrapolates results to the infinite diagram order, provided the series is either convergent, or re-summable beyond the convergence radius. The existence of a finite convergence radius requires the sign blessing phenomenon, when the factorial increase in the number of diagrams with diagram order is compensated by an almost complete mutual cancellation of the sign-alternating contributions of all the diagrams of a given order. A common objection is that many quantum field theories are known to have zero convergence radius. 4 For QED this follows from Dyson's collapse argument. 5 However, for the Fermi-Hubbard model in the normal phase, Dyson's argument does not apply, and it is known in the mathematical literature that the bare diagrammatic series is convergent for sufficently large temperature and small interaction; 6 moreover, direct numerical evidence for series convergence was found in Refs. 1 and 2. For the resonant Fermi gas, Dyson's argument does not apply either, and although it is an open mathematical challenge to prove that the skeleton series has a finite radius of convergence, numerical evidence for a finite convergence radius was found in Refs. 3 and 7 through comparison of resummation methods with each other and with experiments.
The resonant Fermi gas is a system of great interdisciplinary interest. It features a smooth crossover between fermionic and bosonic superfluidity, as argued in the context of condensed matter physics [8] [9] [10] [11] and later observed experimentally in ultracold atomic Fermi gases near Feshbach resonances. 12 The model is also relevant to neutron matter 13 and high-energy physics, 14 in particular in the unitary limit where the scattering length is infinite. For the unitary Fermi gas in the normal unpolarized phase, recent short articles reported successful-experimentally validated-BDMC calculation of the equation of state, 3 and accurate BDMC data for contact and momentum distribution. 7 Very recently, a BDMC approach was developed for frustrated quantum spins, and new results were obtained. 15, 16 However, a detailed description of the resonant gas algorithm has not been published so far.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive description of the BDMC algorithm for the equilibrium normal resonant Fermi gas. We work with skeleton diagrams built on fully dressed single-particle propagators and pair propagators. We present a set of elementary Monte Carlo updates to sample this diagrammatic space. While some features of the updating scheme are analogous to the ones introduced for the bare series of the Hubbard model in Ref. 1, an important difference is that only fully irreducible skeleton diagrams are sampled, so that ergodicity has to be carefully verified. Furthermore, resonant fermions feature specific ultraviolet singularities governed by an observable called contact. 11, [17] [18] [19] [20] This physics manifests itself in a natural way within our skeleton diagrammatic framework, and is readily incorporated into our BDMC scheme. Finally, we employ Abel re-summation techniques, which is crucial for controlling the diagrammatic series.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the diagrammatic framework is constructed, arriving at the skeleton series for the single-particle and pair selfenergies. Section III describes the diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm: The diagrammatic expansion is expressed as a Monte Carlo average in subsection III A, precise descriptions of configuration space, probability density and measurement procedure are given in subsections III B, III C and III D, the update scheme is described in subsection III E, while reducibility and ergodicity issues are discussed in subsection III F. Section IV describes ultraviolet analytics and its incorporation into BDMC. The Abel resummation method is the subject of Sec. V. We briefly conclude in Sec. VI.
II. DIAGRAMMATIC FRAMEWORK

A. The resonant Fermi gas model
In the zero-range model, also known as the resonant gas model, the interaction is characterized by the s-wave scattering length a. The zero-range model is a universal limit of finite-range models. More precisely, a generic interaction of range b can be replaced by the zero-range model in the limit where b becomes much smaller than other typical lenghtscales of the problem, such as the interparticle distance, the thermal wavelength, and |a|. For an atomic alkali Fermi gas near a broad Feshbach resonance, the range is set by the van der Waals length, and most current experiments are well within the zerorange limit, with finite-range corrections in the percent or sub-percent range.
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Even though our Monte Carlo scheme works directly with the zero-range interaction in continuous space, it is convenient to start with a lattice model, thereby eliminating ultraviolet divergences at the initial steps of constructing the formalism. The Hamiltonian readŝ
where the spin index σ takes on the values ↑ and ↓, the operatorĉ k,σ annihilates a spin-σ fermion of momentum k, ψ σ (r) is the corresponding position-space annihilation operator,n σ (r) =ψ † σ (r)ψ σ (r) is the number-density operator, µ σ is the spin-dependent chemical potential,N σ is the number operator for spin-σ fermions, r is a position vector whose components are integer multiples of the lattice spacing b (this b can also be viewed as the interaction range since the interaction is on-site),
is the first Brillouin zone, and the dispertion relation is k = k 2 /2 with particle mass set to unity. 22 The bare coupling constant g 0 is adjusted to have the desired scattering length a for two particles on the lattice in free space, namely
The zero-range limit corresponds to the continuum limit b→0, with a fixed. One can note that g 0 → 0 − in this limit. B. Single-particle propagator, self-energy, and ladder summation
In the standard diagrammatic formalism for the manybody problem at finite temperature, [23] [24] [25] the central object is the single-particle propagator
where τ is the imaginary time and T[. . .] is the timeordered product. This Green's function gives access to the momentum distribution n σ (p) = G σ (p, τ = 0 − ), and to the number density
In the series expansion of G in powers of the bare coupling constant g 0 , each term can be represented by a Feynman graph:
where the bare interaction vertex • denotes g 0 , the thin lines denote an ideal gas propagator G (0) , and the bold line denotes the fully dressed (i.e. exact) propagator G.
The first natural step to organize the higher-order terms is to introduce the self-energy Σ, which is related to G by the Dyson equation, given diagrammatically by
Saturday, February 16, 2013 (6) i.e.
for any fixed momentum p and Matsubara frequency ω n . 27 To avoid double counting, reducible diagrams are excluded from Σ, so that Another standard step is to perform summation of ladder diagrams:
Physically, such a ladder summation is natural since in vacuum it would correspond to the two-body scattering amplitude or T -matrix. This allows one to take the zerorange limit and work directly with zero-range interactions in continuous space. Γ (0) is an approximate pair propagator, which can also be viewed as a renormalized interaction vertex; eventually, Γ (0) will be replaced by a fully dressed pair propagator in our BDMC scheme. Summation of the geometric series in Eq. (9) gives
where
with the Fermi factor n (0)
The integral over k is finite thanks to the restriction to the first Brillouin zone B. Here β is the inverse temperature and µ = (µ ↑ + µ ↓ )/2 is the mean chemical potential. Eliminating the bare coupling constant g 0 in Eq. (10) in favor of the scattering length a-using relation (2)-finally yields
where the integration domain for k is now taken to be R 3 instead of B, i.e. the continuum limit is taken. The diagrammatic expansion of the self-energy can then be written in terms of the vertex Γ (0) instead of g 0 ; to avoid double counting one simply has to forbid diagrams containing (G (0) G (0) ) bubbles:
We thus arrive at the exact diagrammatic representation of the zero-range model to be used from now on.
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Many diagrammatic studies of the BEC-BCS crossover problem are based on the bare T -matrix, Γ (0) , and the lowest-order diagram for Σ in terms of G (0) and Γ (0) , see, e.g., Refs. 10, 29, and 30. For example, this approximation is sufficient for obtaining the exponential scaling of the critical temperature T c ∝ e −π/(2k F |a|) in the BCS limit.
C. Bold pair propagator
While the diagrammatic elements introduced in the previous section are completely standard, a more original aspect of our diagrammatic framework is the use of a fully dressed (bold) pair propagator Γ. In the case of the polaron problem, this was done in Refs. 31 and 32. The propagator Γ is defined by
with
or, diagramatically,
One can note that the first term in Eqs. (13, 15) goes to zero in the continuum limit.
Similarly to the Dyson equation that expresses the bold single-particle propagator G in terms of the irreducible single-particle self-energy Σ [Eq. (6)], we can write a Dyson equation for the bold pair propagator Γ in terms of an irreducible pair self-energy Π:
Dyson equation for the bold pair propagator Γ in terms of an irreducible pair self-energy Π:
i.e.
To avoid double counting, in the first order diagram for Π, we have to compensate for the fact that all (G (0) G (0) ) bubbles are already contained in Γ 0 :
with 
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To avoid double counting, in the first-order diagram for Π, we have to compensate for the fact that all (G (0) G (0) ) bubbles are already contained in Γ (0) :
Bold diagrammatic Monte Carlo works with skeleton diagrams built on fully dressed (bold) lines. For the unitary Fermi gas, we use diagrams built from the bold single-particle propagator G σ and the bold pair propagator Γ defined above. The first diagrams expressing the single-particle self-energy Σ in terms of G and Γ are 
In summary, the propagators G and Γ are expressed in terms of the self-energies Σ and Π through the Dyson equations (7, 17) , and the self-energies are themselves expressed in terms of the propagators through the diagrammatic expansions (20, 21) .
Since the Feynman rules for these diagrammatic expansions are the ones which our algorithm has to obey, we describe them in some detail. We define the order N of a skeleton diagram through the number of Γ-lines: a Σ-diagram contains N such lines and a Π-diagram contains N − 1 such lines. Let us use the notation Q to denote either Σ σ or Π, and let S Q be the set of all skeleton diagram topologies for Q, meaning that all these diagrams are irreducible with respect to cutting any two internal lines of the same type (i.e. the diagram should remain connected if one cuts two G σ lines or two Γ lines). We shall use the shorthand notation Y = (p; τ 1 , τ 2 ) for the external diagram variables. Clearly,
For a given topology, we can label each internal line by an index l for a G-line (resp. λ for a Γ-line), and denote the corresponding internal momentum by k l (resp. κ λ ), and the spins of G-lines by σ l . Similarly, the timedifferences between the end and origin points of the lines are denoted by ∆τ l (resp. ∆τ λ ). It can be shown that for any topology T in a diagram of order N , one can always find N 'loop momenta' q 1 , . . . , q N that, together with the external momentum, uniquely determine all the internal momenta. More precisely, some of the internal momenta are equal to a loop momentum, while the others are linear combinations of loop momenta such that momentum is conserved at each vertex. 33 For our Feynman diagrams, the internal variables X can thus be parameterized by q 1 , . . . , q N , as well as by the internal times τ 3 , . . . , τ 2N which belong to [0, β] (these times are assigned to threepoint vertices which connect a Γ-line with two G-lines). With these notations, the diagrammatic expansion simply reads
with the differential measure
and
with N loop the number of closed fermion loops in the diagram of topology T . The only exception is the first-order diagram for Π, for which we have to subtract
Note that if we restrict to the lowest order diagram in Eq. (20) and (21), our framework becomes equivalent to the approach introduced in Refs. 34 and 35. This approach is called self-consistent T -matrix approximation, because Γ is then given by the ladder diagrams built on G.
III. DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE CARLO ALGORITHM A. From diagrams to Monte Carlo
In this section, we explain how the diagrammatic expansion of the previous section can be formally rewritten as a stochastic average. As in Refs. 1, 31, and 36, the general idea is that the integral over internal variables X and the sum over topologies T will be evaluated stochastically, for all values of the external variables Y , through a single Monte Carlo process. Specifically, in order to determine the function Q(Y ), where Q stands as above for Σ σ or Π, we shall compute overlaps of the form
for a set of functions g given below. Expanding Q(Y ) in terms of Feynman diagrams as in Eq. (22) yields
Defining a configuration by
i.e. by a given topology and given values of internal and external variables, the expression (26) can be rewritten as a weighted average over configurations,
Here we introduced the indicator function
so that the integral over C can be extended to topologies outside of S Q . Our choice of the extended space of configurations will be discussed below. In order to evaluate (28) by Monte Carlo, it should be rewritten in the form
where w(C) ≥ 0 and the total weight
is finite so that w(C)/Z is a normalized probability distribution. In practice we take
where R(C) is an arbitrary (non-negative) reweighing function. It is then clear that Eq. (28) can indeed be rewritten as Eq. (29) provided we set
The Monte Carlo update scheme (described in Sec. III E) will generate a Markov chain of random configurations C 1 , C 2 , . . . with the stationary probability distribution w(C)/Z. The average over n generated configurations then converges to the true expectation value in the large n limit,
It remains to estimate Z, which can be done easily in the following way. The trick is to have a subset S N of the configuration space, which we call the normalizationsector, whose total weight
is easy to calculate analytically. In our case, we artificially create this normalization sector by enlarging the configuration space, as we shall see below (in contrast, in the case of the Hubbard model algorithm of Ref. 1, the normalization sector was that of the first-order diagram).
Defining the "norm" N as the number of times that the normalization sector was visited,
Z can be evaluated thanks to Z N /Z = lim n→∞ N /n. Inserting this into Eq. (33) yields the final expression 
B. Configuration space
To be more specific, the allowed diagram topologies, T , belong to one of the following sectors (see Fig. 1 for examples):
• Σ-sectors (S Σσ ): A self-energy diagram of order N contains N pair propagators Γ, N −1 single-particle propagators G σ , and N single-particle propagators
The open ends of the diagram are formally closed with some extra unphysical line which has the structure of a single-particle propagator of spin σ. We refer to this line as the measuring line.
• Π-sector (S Π ): A pair self-energy diagram of order N contains 2N single-particle propagators G, N −1 pair propagators Γ, and one measuring line that has the structure of a pair propagator.
• Worm sector: In addition to the above physical diagrams, we also consider unphysical diagrams containing two vertices where the momentum conservation is not fulfilled. We will refer to these vertices as Worms, named Ira (I) and Masha (M ). The momentum conservation at I and M is restored if we consider that a momentum δ is flowing from Ira to Masha along some extra unphysical thread. In this sector, T includes the location of I and M , while the momentum δ is included in the internal variables X.
• Normalization-sector (S N ): The topology and variables of the normalization diagram are the ones of a fully closed N = 1 diagram. The lines in this diagram are certain "designed" simple functions rather than G and Γ propagators.
C. Probability density
In order to precisely define the probability density w(C)dC on the above configuration space, we first specify what we mean by dC. For any function f (C), we set
where dY = dp dτ 1 dτ 2 and dX depends on the topology T : it is given by Eq. (23) if T has no Worms, and by the same expression with an additional factor dδ if T has a pair of Worms. Alternatively, one can discretize the configuration space. We emphasize that this introduces arbitrarily small discretization steps, which is really fundamentally equivalent to working with continuous variables. In this case, all momentum coordinates and imaginary time are integer multiples of some arbitrarily small δp and δτ . We can write, for topologies without Worms,
where the sum over the momenta (p 1 , . . . , p 3N ) of all lines (internal and measuring) is constrained by the momentum conservation at each vertex. For topologies with Worms,
We then have
where δC is the "volume" of one discrete "cell" of the configuration space around the considered point C. More precisely, if C is an order-N diagram, δC is given by δτ 2N δp 3(N +1) , multiplied by the additional factor δp 3 if the Worms are present. A nice feature of the formulation (38,39) is that there is no need to introduce the loop momenta; instead, all momenta are treated on equal footing, which is also the case in the diagrammatic Monte Carlo code.
We define the weighting function w(C) in the following way. For a physical configuration, we take
where D(C) is given by the Feynman rules (see subsection II D), and R(C) is an arbitrary non-negative reweighing function. We take
where Q is equal to Σ or Π depending on the sector, W Q meas (p) is the weight of the measuring line, and O N is an order-dependent reweighting factor. We choose W Σ meas (p, τ ) to be ∝ 1/p 2 for intermediate momenta (to compensate for the Jacobian), constant for small momenta (to avoid having rare configurations with a large weight), and ∝ 1/p 4 for large momenta. This is just one of the many possible choices, subject to the condition that sampling of diagrams with large p has to be suppressed in order to have a normalizable distribution (i.e. the total weight Z has to be finite). For the Π-sector, the simplest option is W Π meas = φ Π W Σ meas where φ Π is an optimization factor controlling the relative weights of the Σ and Π sectors.
The weight of unphysical configurations (belonging to the Worm sector or to the normalization sector) is defined as follows. Formally, the weight of configurations containing Worms is arbitrary, since they do not contribute to the self-energy. These diagrams are auxiliary and are only employed for obtaining an efficient updating scheme. In order to have a good acceptance ratio when moving between the physical and Worm sectors we choose the weights according to the Feynman rules for all propagator lines, with the extra rule that the unphysical thread contributes to w(C) a factor C(δ), i.e.
The C(δ) function should be chosen to decay fast enough at large δ to ensure that Z is finite and includes a constant prefactor to optimize the relative statistics of sampled diagrams with and without the Worms. In the normalization sector, w(C) is a simple expression such that one can easily calculate analytically the total weight of the normalization sector S N ,
We take
The parameters σ N and φ N can be freely chosen and optimized.
D. Measuring
We recall that we determine the function Q = Σ σ or Π by computing its overlaps with a set of functions g. We now describe our specific choices of functions g(p, τ ). We divide the space of all (p,
In practice, τ = τ 1 − τ 2 lies in the interval [−β, β], but thanks to the β-(anti-)periodicity of Π (Σ) we only need to consider τ ∈ [0, β]. In each bin B we define the ortho-normal sets of basis functions u k (p) and v l (τ ) satisfying
where w(p) > 0. Then the to-be-determined function Q can be expanded in the bin B as
, by Monte Carlo as explained in Subsec. III A. We take the w(p) function in the inner product to be w(p) = 1/(4πp 2 ) (except for the lowest bin, see below) so that the u k 's and v l 's can be chosen in the form of Legendre polynomials up to the order 2. The procedure becomes exact only in the limit of vanishing bin-size, but one can afford relatively large bins compared to the case when the function Q is approximated by a constant in each bin (which would correspond to restricting to the polynomial of order 0). In the lowest momentum-bin, we chose w(p) = 1/(4π). The reason for this choice is to avoid having a factor 1/p 2 in the right-hand side of Eq. (32), which would lead to huge contributions from rare configurations with small p. The corresponding basis set of two functions is built from a constant and p 2 .
E. Updates
Our updating scheme shares a number of features with the one introduced for the Hubbard model in Ref. 1. To sample the space of configurations with a variable number of continuous variables, we use a Metropolis algorithm, with pairs of complementary updates. 37 In addition to the complementary pairs, a number of selfcomplementary updates are used. While not changing the number of continuous variables, self-complementary updates allow us to efficiently sample diagram topologies. In this Section we present details of our specific implementation of all Monte Carlo moves including expressions for their acceptance ratios. The updates presented in III E 1, III E 2 and III E 3 suffice to perform the integration over internal momenta and times while keeping the order and topology of the diagram fixed. The updates of III E 4 and III E 5 change the topology of the diagram without changing the order. The updates presented in III E 6 and III E 7 allow one to change the diagram order. Finally the update of III E 8 allows to enter and leave the normalisation sector.
Create-Delete
In the complementary pair of updates Create-Delete (see Fig. 2 ), a pair of Worms is created or deleted in the current diagram. These updates are called with constant probabilities p crt and p dlt , respectively. Delete (resp. Create) can only be called when the Worms are present (resp. absent). In Create, a line is first chosen at random (i.e. with probability 1/ (3N ) with N diagram). The chosen line can be a G σ , Γ or measuring line. Next, we choose with equal probability either Ira or Masha to be located at the origin of the chosen line. An unphysical thread running from Ira to Masha is introduced and carries a momentum δ, chosen with probability density W (δ). Note that, to optimize the acceptance ratio, W is in principle allowed to depend on the imaginary-time difference between the ends of the chosen line (or any other configuration parameter).
When the Worms are deleted, we first check whether there is at least one line connecting Ira and Masha. If so, the Worms can be deleted with the inverse Create acceptance ratio. In case there is more than one line connecting Ira and Masha, we choose one of these lines with equal probability 1/N links where N links is the number of connections. When a G σ -line is chosen at the beginning of the update, the total acceptance ratio becomes
When the chosen line is of the Γ-or measuring-type, the acceptance ratios are constructed similarly. Recall that C(δ) is an extra factor assigned to the diagram with Worms [see Eq. (43)]. The new momentum of the chosen line, p + δ or p − δ, depends on whether Ira is created at the end or the origin of the line. Finally, we are left with the choice for the probability density W (δ). We simply take W (δ) ∝ C(δ). In this particular case, Ira is moved from one vertex to another along a Gσ-propagator line. To preserve momentum conservation, the momentum of this line is changed.
Move
In Move (see Fig. 3 ), one of the Worms is moved from one three-point vertex to another along a single line. This line is chosen at random (i.e., with probability 1/3) and one has to ensure that Ira and Masha will not be placed on the same vertex (note that for this reason, Move is impossible for N = 1). Move is called with constant probability p move , whenever Worms are present. If a Worm happens to move along a G σ -line, the acceptance ratio is
The sign depends on the direction in which Ira or Masha is moved, and is chosen such that momentum conservation is preserved. As a result of Move updates, Ira and Masha perform a random work within the Feynman graph, while constantly updating line momenta.
Shift in time
This update can be called in every sector with constant probability p shift . It shifts the time variable of the randomly selected three-point vertex from τ to τ . The new variable τ is drawn from the distribution W (τ ). The acceptance ratio is (here it is given for the case when all three lines attached to the shifted vertex are physical propagators)
Shif t Shif t where we have assumed that the propagators G σ are incoming (see Fig. 4 ). The simplest choice for the seeding function W (τ ) is just the uniform distribution on the ]0, β] interval .
Reconnect
This self-complementary update changes the topology of the diagram without changing the order. It is called with constant probability p rec whenever Worms are present and N > 1. The basic idea is that two spin-σ single-particle propagators that both leave from (or both arrive at) the Worm-vertices are reconnected, i.e. their end-points are exchanged. This does not cause a problem with momentum conservation: Only the unphysical momentum δ running from Ira to Masha changes.
Reconnect is constructed as follows (see Fig. 5 ). First, we choose with equal probability whether to reconnect the spin-up lines or the spin-down lines. These propagators should be both arriving at or both leaving from the Worms, otherwise the update is rejected. In case they both arrive at the Worms, the acceptance ratio is
Swap measuring line
This update converts the measuring line into a real propagator, while some other line becomes the new measuring line (see Fig. 6 ). Although very simple, this update changes the diagram topology and the values of internal and external variables. The update is only called in the Σ and Π sectors, since it is not useful in the Worm or normalization-sector. The update starts with choosing one of the lines at random (it should not be the measuring line). This line is proposed to become the new measuring line. The acceptance ratio is given by
for the particular case which converts Π-sector to Σ-sector. For other cases, acceptance ratios are constructed similarly.
Add-Remove
To add a pair-propagator line, the Worms should be present, and we should not be dealing with the normalization diagram. In this case, the update Add is called with constant probability p add . First, we choose the spin-up or spin-down line attached to the Ira-vertex. Let this line correspond to G σ . Next, we consider the opposite spin propagator attached to the Masha-vertex, G −σ . These two propagators will be cut, and a new pair propagator will be inserted; see Fig. 7 for an illustration. The final diagram does not contain the Worms, which leaves us no freedom in choosing the momenta in the final diagram. We propose initial and final times τ o and τ d for the new pair-propagator line, from a probability density W (τ o , τ d ), which in the current implementation is simply the uniform distribution.
For Remove, we need N > 1 and the Worms should be absent. The update is called with probability p rm . The pair-propagator line to be removed is chosen at random. If the topology of the diagram is such that the chosen Γ-line has the same G-propagator attached to its both ends, the update is immediately rejected since such a G-loop cannot be created through Add. An update trying to remove a measuring Γ-line is also forbidden. Next, choose one of the four lines attached to the pair-propagator line at random. This will be the future G σ -line and the vertex it is connected to will become Ira. One of the remaining G −σ is also selected at random and the vertex it is connected to will become Masha. If the same vertex is chosen for Ira and Masha, the move is rejected.
The acceptance ratio for Add is
The momenta are omitted here for simplicity. There are several possibilities depending on the particular choice of G σ and G −σ and the positions of Ira and Masha. In all cases, however, the new momenta are completely determined by the conservation laws. Fig. 7 shows a particular example. If in Add the chosen propagator G σ (or G −σ ) happens to be the measuring line, then a new measuring line will be chosen with equal probability among the two spin-σ propagators connected to Γ in the final diagram. The reverse is done in Remove.
Add-Remove loop
These updates are called in the Σ-and Π-sectors only. Add loop (resp. Remove loop) is called with the probability p al (resp. p rl ). In Add loop a G σ propagator is chosen at random, and converted into the sequence G σ Σ it can possibly be removed by the update. If either the Γ or G ↑ -line is the measuring line, the update is rejected. The acceptance ratio for Add loop is given by (54) with N the order of the diagram in Add loop. For W (q ↑ |τ o − τ d ) we take a Gaussian distribution with variance 1/τ where
This corresponds to the behavior of the vacuum propagator G v .
Swap to the normalization diagram
For normalization purposes, we introduce an unphysical diagram, for which all integrals can be evaluated analytically (see subsections III B and III C). If the current diagram is the one-body self-energy diagram of order one, the Norm update proposes to swap to the normalization diagram. The acceptance ratio is
(55) When the current diagram is the normalization diagram, Norm proposes to swap back to the physical selfenergy diagram with the probability given by the inverse of Eq. (55).
F. Reducibility and ergodicity
The goal of our Monte Carlo setup is to sample the space of one-body and two-body self-energy skeleton diagrams in an ergodic way. These diagrams are connected, irreducible with respect to cutting a single G-propagator or Γ-propagator, and irreducible with respect to cutting any two G σ -propagators or any two Γ-propagators. The set of updates presented in Section III E suffices to generate this class of diagrams. In principle, the scheme could be used to generate a bigger class of diagrams (e.g., all connected diagrams), but we focus the discussion here on sampling the skeleton diagrams only.
Some of the updates of Section III E can propose to go from a skeleton diagram to a non-skeleton one. One possibility is that all such proposals are simply rejected. This immediately creates a problem with ergodicity: Since there is no skeleton diagram at order 2 and the diagram order can only be changed by one, the simulation would never leave the first-order diagram. Allowing some nonskeleton diagrams at orders 2 and 3 solves the problem and is sufficient for ergodicity (obviously, non-skeleton diagrams are excluded from the measurements). Beyond order 3, we restrict sampling to skeleton diagrams only without violating the ergodicity requirement.
Explicitly checking the topology of high-order diagrams at each update would be very time-consuming. Instead, our connectivity and reducibility checks rely on momentum conservation. Let us start with discussing the connectedness of the generated diagram. It is easy to see that, by construction, the only moves that can possibly generate disconnected pieces are Reconnect and Remove. The latter update, however, can only create a disconnected piece if the initial diagram is not a skeleton diagram (since this diagram falls apart when cutting two G σ lines connected to the Γ-line that is removed). Reconnect, on the other hand, can generate two disconnected pieces in the Worm sector starting from a skeleton diagram. We simply reject the update when this happens, which can be straightforwardly done in the following way. When two disconnected pieces are generated by Reconnect, the Worms will be located on two three-point vertices which are part of these two pieces. Due to momentum conservation, δ = 0. In this case, we reject the update.
To test the topology of the diagram, we keep momenta of all lines in a hash table. The key point is that a diagram has an irreducible skeleton topology if and only if no pair of lines (irrespective of the type of line: G, Γ, or measuring line) can have exactly the same momentum (or momenta which differ by ±δ in a Worm sector) with finite probability. Indeed, such a pair of lines can only exist if the two lines are of the same type and if the diagram falls apart when cutting these two lines. The hash table allows to find equal momenta in just a few operations for a sufficiently fine mesh in the hash table. Whenever a momentum of a line is changed, the hash table is updated. In each update, we ensure that the final diagram will be of the skeleton type. Note that many of the updates cannot, by construction, result in disconnected or non-skeleton topology, and we only check these properties when there is a possibility that such a topology will be created. For example, when adding a pair-propagator in Add, there is only one way in which the diagram can become non-skeleton: when the final diagram falls apart by cutting the added pair-propagator and another line. This means that the added pair-propagator will be having the same momentum than another line.
We have checked ergodicity explicitly using a dedicated program which enumerates all topologies. In practice, we ran these checks up to order 8. As a byproduct we get the number of topologies at each order, given in Table I . As mentioned earlier, we allow some non-skeleton diagrams at order 2 and 3 to ensure ergodicity, namely the one-particle irreducible diagrams without ladders (their number is also given in Table I ). For this reason we have introduced the moves Add Loop and Remove Loop that add and remove loops. These updates should not be called if the final (initial) order is bigger than 3.
G. Bold diagrammatic Monte Carlo iterative scheme
The self-consistent nature of BDMC implies that the calculation is performed iteratively. Starting from the propagators G and Γ (for the first iteration, they are just some initial guess), the self-energies Σ and Π are calcu- 1  1  1  0  2  0  0  1  2  3  1  1  5  6  4  4  4  25  30  5  23  23  161  186  6  168  168  1201  1362  7  1384  1384  10181  11382  8 12948 12948  96265  106446   TABLE I . Number of diagrams contributing to the one-body self-energy Σσ and two-body self-energy Π. In addition to the number of skeleton diagrams built on G and Γ (first and second column), we also give for comparison the number of diagrams built on G (0) and Γ (0) (third and fourth column).
lated by diagrammatic Monte Carlo. They are used next in the Dyson equations to compute new values of the propagators, and the simulation continues with updated propagator lines. After a large enough number of iterations, the process converges. A useful trick to accelerate this convergence is to perform a weighted average over different iterations. 38 More precisely, the self-energy Σ n that we plug into the Dyson equation after iteration n is a weighted average of the Monte Carlo result of iteration n, and of Σ n−1 . The corresponding weighting coefficients can be optimized to obtain small statistical errors as well as fast n-dependent convergence.
IV. ULTRAVIOLET PHYSICS
Zero-range interactions lead to a characteristic ultraviolet asymptotic behavior governed by the so-called contact. 11, [17] [18] [19] [20] This physics is expressed in a natural way within the bold-line diagrammatic framework, as we explain in subsection IV A (related discussions within the T -matrix approximation can be found in Refs. [39] [40] [41] [42] . Analytical understanding of the ultra-violet behavior is readily incorporated into our BDMC scheme, as described in subsection IV B. A short description of these points was given in Ref. 7 .
A. Large-momentum analytics
The contact
The momentum distribution of the resonant gas has the power-law tail
In practice, this behavior holds for k much larger than the typical momentum k typ of the particles in the gas. (In the balanced unitary case, k typ is the maximum of the Fermi momentum and the thermal momentum.)
In position space, the density-density correlation function diverges at short distance as
An immediate consequence of the last equation is that if one measures all the particle positions in a unit volume, the number of pairs of particles whose interparticle distance is smaller than s is Cs/(4π) when s → 0; in this sense, C can be viewed as a density of short-distance pairs.
17,19,43
Furthermore, the contact can be directly expressed in terms of the bold pair propagator
This expression is analogous to the expression Eq. (4) of the single-particle density n in terms of the singleparticle propagator G, which shows again that C controls the density of short-distance pairs. While Eq. (58) was first obtained within the T -matrix approximations, [40] [41] [42] it is actually an exact relation in terms of the fully dressed Γ. 
Bold propagators at large momentum
At large momentum, the bold propagators can in some sense be replaced by vacuum propagators. More precisely, when k → ∞, G(k, τ ) and Γ(k, τ ) become small for any τ in the interval ]0; β[, except in the narrow region 0 < τ 1/k 2 where
This can be justified as follows. We first note that
at large k, where we extend G v to negative times by β-antiperiodicity. To justify (59), we write (
becomes a narrow function of ∆τ , so that the integrals over the internal times τ i are effectively restricted to narrow intervals of width ∼ 1/k 2 . This implies that G(k, τ ) − G (0) (k, τ ) tends to zero uniformly in τ when k → ∞.
To derive (60), we first note that Γ (0) (k, τ ) Γ v (k, τ ) at large k and τ 1/k 2 , as shown in Appendix A. Equation (60) then follows by writ-
. .. Again, when k → ∞, the integrals over the internal times τ i are effectively restricted to narrow intervals, so that Γ(k, τ ) − Γ (0) (k, τ ) tends to zero uniformly in τ . We have also derived analytical expressions for G−G (0) at large momentum or short distance, which naturally depend on the contact. These expressions are given in Appendix D and used in Appendix B.
3. Self-energy at large momentum
• for τ → β − with 0 < β − τ 1/k 2 , where
Furthermore, this behavior comes entirely from the lowest-order bold diagram Σ
σ .
44
To justify these statements, let us first consider the higher-order bold diagrams for Σ σ (k, τ ). Their contributions vanish uniformly in τ for k → ∞. Indeed, they contain internal vertices, and at some of these internal vertices, a large momentum goes through and hence the integration over the internal time variable is restricted to a narrow range (because G and Γ are narrow functions of imaginary time at large momentum, cf. Sec. IV A 2). We thus only need to consider the lowest-order bold self-energy diagram, represented in Fig. 9 . The momenta q and p of the G and Γ lines are related by momentum conservation, p = q + k. Thus, when k k typ , at least one of the momenta p and q has to be k typ . Case 1: p k typ . Choosing q as the integration variable, we have Σ
(1)
As discussed in Sec. IV A 2, Γ(p, τ ) is small except in the relevant time-region 0 < τ 1/p 2 where it can be replaced with Γ v . We further observe that the relevant values of q in the integral are k typ , an assumption that will be justified a posteriori. This implies that p k, and thus the relevant time-region is 0 < τ 1/k 2 . Therefore we can replace Γ(p, τ ) with Γ v (k, τ ) and G −σ (q, τ ) with G −σ (q, 0 − ) = n −σ (q). Since the remaining integral over q gives us the particle density n −σ , we arrive at the result (63,64). Finally, the
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Lowest-order bold self-energy diagram, expressing Σ (1) in terms of G and Γ. This diagram contains the dominant contributions to the self-energy at large momentum.
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Leading diagrammatic contribution to the momentum distribution nσ(k) at large k. The imaginary time is running from right to left. The single-particle lines propagate forward in time and can be replaced with the vacuum propagators. The pair propagator runs backwards in time and is fully dressed.
relevant momenta in the integral for particle density are q k typ , which justifies the above assumption. Case 2: q k typ . We now choose p as the integation variable, and write Σ
According to Sec. IV A 2, G −σ (q, β − τ ) is small except in the relevant time-region 0 < β − τ 1/q 2 where it can be replaced with G v (q, β − τ ). We observe that the relevant values of p in the integral are k typ , which implies that q −k. Thus the relevant time-region is 0 < β − τ 1/k 2 , and we can replace G v (q, β − τ ) with −e −(k 2 /4)(β−τ ) and Γ(p, τ ) with Γ(p, β − ). The remaining integral over p gives us the contact, see (58) , and we readily arrive at the result (65,66).
Tail of the momentum distribution
In short, the tail of the momentum distribution comes from the diagram depicted in Fig. 10 , which can be interpreted physically as the simultaneous propagation of two opposite-spin particles of large and nearly opposite momenta and of a missing pair with lower momentum.
More precisely, for k → ∞ the Dyson equation simplifies:
Indeed, the ideal-gas momentum distribution decays exponentially at large k so that we can neglect the term G
σ (k, 0 − ), and in the remaining term we can replace G with G v according to Subsec. IV A 2. Note that we took the integration domain for the internal times τ 1 and τ 2 to be ] − β/2; β/2[ instead of the usual ]0; β[, which is allowed since the integrand is a periodic function of τ 1 and τ 2 . As a result, the time-arguments of the G v factors never approach −β, and thus the G v can be replaced by the retarded vacuum propagators, i.e. we have 
− is known analytically, cf. Eq. (64). After substitution this form into the asymptotic Dyson equation given above, the large-momentum tail, Eq. (56), is recovered.
B. Incorporating ultraviolet analytics into BDMC
A hallmark of BDMC is its unique capability to incorporate analytical knowledge. The analytical considerations of the previous subsection have the following implications for our BDMC calculation. Firstly, the contact can be evaluated accurately from the bold pair propagator thanks to the relation Eq. (58), as was done in Ref. 7 . Furthermore, since the C/k 4 tail of the momentum distribution comes exclusively from the lowestorder self-energy diagram, this tail is automatically built into our self-consistent BDMC scheme provided this diagram is evaluated with high precision. We achieve this by using numerical Fourier transformations (rather than Monte Carlo) and analytical treatments of leading-order singularities, in the spirit of Ref. 35 , see Appendix B for details. As a result, in the BDMC data for the momentum distribution, the C/k 4 tail is automatically present and free of k-dependent noise.
7 Note that here, C comes from the fully dressed pair propagator Γ, given by the BDMC self-consistency which includes higherorder contributions; hence C differs from the one of the self-consistent T -matrix approximation of Refs. 35 and 45. On the technical side, we mention that treating the lowest-order self-energy diagram separately (without using Monte Carlo) has another advantage: the steep func-tions of τ in Eqs. (64,66) would be hard to capture by Monte Carlo sampling.
V. ABEL SUMMATION
If the diagrammatic series is convergent, we simply have
where Q again stands either for the single-particle selfenergy Σ or for the pair self-energy Π, Q (N ) is the total contribution of the N -th order diagrams, and where it is implicit that we consider arbitrary fixed values of the external variables (p, τ ). However, in the quantumdegenerate regime, we do not obtain converged results by summing diagrams up to the order N max = 9 as in Eq. (68) (i.e., taking N max = 7, 8 or 9 yields significantly different results). This means that the series either diverges, or converges only for values of N max higher than the ones which we can simulate with reasonable error bars. To overcome this difficulty, we employ divergentseries-resummation methods (even if the series is convergent, this can be useful for accelerating the convergence). More precisely we use the so-called Abel summation method 46, 47 
For the λ n 's, a standard choice, known as Lindelöf summation in the mathematical literature, 46,47 is λ n = n ln(n) for n ≥ 1 and λ 0 = 0.
This method can correctly resum divergent series, provided the convergence radius is non-zero. For example, this is the case for the geometric series 1 − x + x 2 − . . ., which is correctly resummed to 1/(1 + x) by the Lindelöf method even for, say, x = 2. The logic behind our use of Lindelöf summation is to interpret the diagrammatic series as a power series following "Euler's principle". 4 More precisely, we assume that (i) the series n≥0 Q (n+1) z n has a non-zero radius of convergence, (ii) this series is the Taylor expansion at z = 0 of a certain function g(z) which can be analytically continued to z = 1, and (iii) g(1) is the correct physical value of the self-energy Q. For this analytic continuation to be properly performed by the Lindelöf summation, a sufficient assumption is that g(z) is analytic on the whole segment [0; 1]. 46 Note that assumption (i) implies that the sum over N in Eq. (69) is convergent for any finite .
In practice, a full BDMC calculation is performed for several values of , and the result is extrapolated to → 0. 3, 7 This implies that the Q (N ) are themselvesdependent, and are assumed to tend to the exact Q (N ) when the → 0 limit is taken.
Rigorously proving these assumptions is an open mathematical challenge. The bare diagrammatic series built on G (0) and g 0 may be absolutely divergent, in the sense that the sum of the absolute value of the contribution from each diagram is infinite. Hence, it would be dangerous to rearrange the terms of this series in an arbitrary way. However, far from being arbitrary, our boldification scheme is physically motivated. The bold singleparticle propagator G contains physical properties such as the momentum distribution, or the quasiparticle effective mass and lifetime in a Fermi liquid regime (which is expected in certain regions of the parameter space such as the strongly imbalanced low-temperature regime). The bold pair propagator Γ also contains several key observables. As we have seen in Sec. IV, Γ is related to the contact, i.e. to the density of short-distance pairs. One can even go one step further and show that −Γ(k, τ = 0 − ) is proportional to the momentum distribution of shortdistance pairs, the latter being defined as the Fourier transform of the short-distance pair density-operator defined in Eq. (142) of Ref. 21 . This further implies that Γ contains the off-diagonal pair-coherence function whose correlation length diverges on approach to the s-wave superfluid phase transition. Finally, in the BEC regime, Γ is directly related to the propagator of the bosonic dimers.
29 So in summary, G and Γ contain both fermionic and bosonic key physical properties of the system in the BEC-BCS crossover. This gives a physical motivation for our mathematical assumptions.
As a practical validation of our assumptions, several checks were performed in Refs. 3 and 7 for the equation of state and the contact. First, in the high-temperature regime, the results agree with the third-order virial expansion, 42, 48 which corresponds to an infinite sum of diagrams. 49 Second, the Lindelöf summation method is consistent with two other Abel summation methods: the "shifted Lindelöf" method defined by λ n = (n − 1) ln(n − 1)for n ≥ 2 and λ 0 = λ 1 = 0, (71) and the Gaussian method defined by
Last but not least, the third check is comparison with experiments.
3,51-53 The comparison with the precision measurements of the equation of state from the MIT group 3,52 is especially sensitive.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we presented a comprehensive description of the first realization of the BDMC approach for a many-body problem, originally used in Refs. 3 and 7. While these first studies focused on the unitary unpolarized gas, the algorithm can also be applied to the polarized gas at arbitrary scattering length, whose rich physics was already addressed by cold atom experiments, 12, 51, 54, 55 as well as to the mass-imbalanced case.
A similar scheme may be used to study the leading finiterange correction. For other strongly correlated fermionic problems, the potential of the BDMC approach largely remains to be explored.
and we take the convention that the real part of the square root is positive.
In time-domain, we get (after transforming the summation over Matsubara frequencies into a contour integral using the residue theorem)
where, for simplicity, we restricted the analysis to the unitary case a = ∞, and assumed that P 2 /4 − 2µ > 0.
Let us first consider the large-momentum short-time limit, P → ∞, τ → 0 + , P 2 τ 1. In this limit, in the integrand in Eq. (A3), the denominator tends to 1. This yieldsΓ
where Γ v is defined in Eq. (62). Moreover, in this same limit, we have Γ (0) (P, τ ) Γ (0) (P, τ ); indeed, in the large-momentum large-frequency limit, we get Γ (0) (P, Ω n ) Γ (0) (P, Ω n ) by neglecting the Fermi factors compared to unity in Eq. (11) .
We now turn to the numerical calculation of Γ (0) (P, Ω n ), which we tabulate for a finite number of momenta |P| and bosonic frequencies Ω n . We distinguish between Ω n = 0 and Ω n = 0. For Ω n = 0 we can use the expression (A1,A2). The angular integration is done analytically, and one is left with a one-dimensional integral which is evaluated numerically. When Ω n = 0, we have to use the full expression Eq. (11), whose integrand does not diverge, because 2µ − P 2 /4 − k 2 = 0 implies that also 1 − n (0)
The angular integration is again done analytically.
Appendix B: First order diagrams
The lowest-order diagram for the one-body and twobody self-energy is evaluated separately (without Monte Carlo), in order to accurately capture the singular behavior coming from the zero-range interaction. Our procedure, described in detail in the following, is similar to the one of Ref. 35 , in that it uses Fourier transformation between momentum and position space, with analytical treatment of singular pieces.
In position space, we simply have
To Fourier transform the propagators G and Γ from momentum space to position space, we write them as The Fourier transform to momentum space is done analytically for the first term, and numerically for the last term. For the cross-terms (second and third term), we single out a singular piece whose Fourier transform to momentum space is done analytically: We note that one could think of the following alternative procedure: subtract the analytical singular pieces Σ (+) (r, τ ) + Σ (−) (r, τ ) from Σ (1) (r, τ ), do the Fourier transform to momentum space, and then add back Σ (+) (p, τ ) + Σ (−) (p, τ ). Actually, this alternative procedure would be essentially equivalent to the previous one, since we have 
The first-order pair self-energy Π (1) is computed similarly, by going to position space, the singular pieces being treated analytically.
Finally, we note that it is important to use appropriate grids when doing the numerical Fourier transformations. We have mostly used linear grids, which allow to use fast Fourier transformation. We have also implemented non-linear grids (as was done in Ref. 35 e −iΩnτ Γ(P, Ω n ) −Γ (0) (P, Ω n ) ,
with n C the numeric frequency cut-off, and Γ 0 (P, τ ) = 1 β n =0 e −iΩnτΓ(0) (P, Ω n ) .
The sum over all frequencies in Eq. (C5) is transformed, thanks to the residue theorem, into an integral which we evaluate numerically (the numerical advantage of this type of trick was put forward in Ref. 30 ). More precisely, for τ ∈]0; β[, using the shorthand notation
we have for X > 0 Γ 0 (P, τ ) = 8 √ β 
and we also use
an expansion valid when ε 1 and ε 2 |βX|. Equation (C7) is obtained from Eq. (A3) and is written in a form which avoids numerical problems when |X| → 0. Equation (C8) is obtained by transforming the frequency summation in Eq. (C5) into a contour integral.
In this way, we indeed take care of leading singular behavior of Γ: First, the large-momentum short-time behavior of Γ is given by Γ v , see Eqs. (60,62), and this behavior is contained inΓ (0) , see Eq. (A4); second, at any momentum, we have the short-time behavior Γ(P, τ )
which comes from the −4π/ √ −iΩ n high-frequency tail of Γ and which is entirely contained inΓ (0) , see Eq. (A2). Moreover, one can show that this procedure also takes care of the subleading short-time large-frequency singularity of Γ, which corresponds to a discontinuity in timedomain at τ = 0, i.e. to a 1/Ω n high-frequency tail. In this Appendix, we give large-momentum and shortdistance asymptotic expressions for G−G (0) . The derivations being rather long, we only present the final results, which we obtained from the diagram
where Σ (±) are the analytical large-momentum expressions given in Eqs. (64,66).
Momentum space
At large momentum, we already know that G(q, τ =β − ) −C/q 4 . The generalization to τ ∈]0; β[ is given by the following expression, valid when τ or β − τ are 1/q 2 : 
Position space
The large-momentum behavior δG a (q, τ ) of G(q, τ ) obtained above gives rise to a short-distance singular behavior of G(r, τ ). In order to obtain analytical expressions for this position-space behavior, one essentially needs to take the Fourier transform of δG a (q, τ ) from momentum to position space. However, this would lead to infrared divergences. To avoid this problem, we introduce a functionδ G(q, τ ) which has the same large-q behavior than δG a (q, τ ) and is properly regularized at low q. More precisely, we definẽ δG(q, τ ) = [δ G (−) + δG 
where q m is a lower momentum cutoff whose precise value is arbitrary (e.g., one can take q m = k typ ). These four terms have the following expressions in position space:
